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About T.L. Ashford
We’re a big, happy group of software developers, technicians, sales and support staff, that loves to
write software for bar code labeling and forms generation. From a business standpoint, the only
thing we love more is to work directly with our customers to help implement and use our software
to be as productive and efficient as possible.
We were founded in 1983 to produce labels for products that were shipped to US government
installations. Over the years, we’ve worked with thousands of companies all over the world in
virtually every industry to design and generate bar code labels and forms in order to make their
businesses more efficient.
We pride ourselves on writing clean, efficient software, and backing up our products with the best
technical support in the industry. Our headquarters, and our entire staff, are located in the greater
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky region just across the mighty Ohio River and a few miles south of
downtown Cincinnati.

Other Products:

by

®

TLA Forms by TL Ashford converts your traditional IBM i spool files into high quality, professional
forms. Use a GUI Designer to create a form using data from a spool file and/or data from your IBM i
files. Forms can be designed in full color using true-type fonts, bar codes, color images and more.
The software generates your forms as PDF documents that are archived to the IFS, automatically
emailed and/or printed. No programming is required to generate the new forms from your existing
ERP, WMS or in-house application software.
Go to www.tlashford.com to learn more and download a free, 30-day trial of TLA Forms.

Since 1983

Design
Barcode400 combines an easy-to-use Graphical
Design Interface with the power, reliability and
security of the IBM i. The Designer allows you to
quickly add objects such as text, bar codes,
images, rectangles and lines to your label. You can
also access your IBM i file data, create prompts for
users to key in data at print time, use the IBM i
system time and date, and create incrementing
numbers such as box counts or serial numbers.
When you save your label, it's automatically
saved to the IBM i creating a centralized labeling
architecture with the well-known reliability and
security of the IBM i.

Design label formats using the Graphical
Interface Designer.
It’s easy to add:
 Text Use True Type fonts and MICR font
for check printing
 Barcodes All common bar codes are supported:
 Code 128, Code 3 of 9, Intereleaved 2 of 5
(I 2 of 5), UPC, etc
 2D bar codes including QR Code, PDF-417,
Datamatrix, Maxicode, and Micro PDF
 Lines and Rectangles
 Import Images
 Import Overlays to create complex labels on
HP and compatible printers
 Easily Access variable data including:
 Merge Data (IBM i File data)
 Prompts

Watch a short Demo on
Label Design Features

 Incrementing Numbers
 IBM i System Data
*see next page for more info
 RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) –
Encode Tags for EPC or in-house applications.

Variable Data on your Labels
Text, bar codes and graphics can be variable using:
Merge Data, which is data within an IBM i Physical file,
Logical File or Data passed from your RPG, COBOL, CL, or
JAVA program. *see Advanced Printing - Integration.
To add MergeData to your label, click the ‘MergeData button”
and select the field from your file.

Arrays make it easy to
create large lists of data.

Label designers can create Prompts for users to Key in data at print time.

Incrementing numbers can be created in the software and placed
on the label to generate serialized labels or box counts.

IBM i System Data like Time and Date can be inserted on the
label format and retrieved at print time to reflect the values.

Printing and Outputing labels as PDF
Documents
Barcode400 printing methods accommodate nearly
every possible application. Labels can be generated
from IBM i menus, from the Barcode400 Interactive
Printing app, in batch mode or integrated into existing
applications using CL, RPG, COBOL, or Java
programs.

Barcode400 has been integrated
into nearly every

ERP

WMS

InHouse application

Interactive Label Printing
1. Select format.

2. Select record or records from the IBM i file.
The Interactive Label Printing application is
distributed to desktops where users can interactively print labels by choosing a label to print,
selecting records from IBM i files, and/or keying

3. Click print.

data into prompts created during label design. The
Interactive Label Print app can be loaded onto as
many pc’s as necessary, and requires NO
Programming!

Advanced Printing - Integration
On-Demand
Barcode400 utilizes standard CALL
statements from RPG, COBOL, JAVA
and CL programs to easily integrate
Barcode400 with your existing Applications. The simplicity and design permit
flexibility and unlimited possibilities for
application development.
** Barcode400 has been integrated with
virtually every IBM i-based WMS and
ERP system**

provide a data structure
containing the record to print

a simple call to Barcode400
can completely automate
your label printing

//------------------------------------------------------------// The Data structure must be 1024 or 4096 bytes long.
// Holds variable data being passed to the label print program.
//------------------------------------------------------------D MrgDta
DS
1024
D Cust#
1
6 S0
D Cname
7
31
D Addr1
32
56
D Addr2
57
81
D City
82
95
D State
96
97
D Zip1
98
102
D Zip2
103
106
D Phone
107
116 S 0
D Exten
117
120 S 0
D Faxno
121
130 S 0
D Name1
131
144
D Filler
1024
1024
//-----------------------------------------------------// Prototype for Barcode400 print driver program.
//-----------------------------------------------------D TlaProgram
PR
ExtPgm('Z4XI1024')
D LblNam
8
D Across
2 P0
D LblDev
10
D LblQty
4 P0
D Demand
1
D MrgDta
1024
D PerSet
4 P0
//-----------------------------------------------------// Barcode400 print driver program
//-----------------------------------------------------CallP TlaProgram
(LblNam :
Across :
LblDev :
LblQty :
Demand :
MrgDta :
PerSet );

Batch Processing
Using a simple CL statement, Barcode400 can
use your label design and a file you specify to
print a label, or specific number of labels, for
every record in your file.

*

Execute Barcode400 LBLBATCH command to print the Barcode400 Label
LBLBATCH LBLNAM(&LabelName) QTYOVR(0001) OUTQ(&Outq) MRGFILE(&FileName)
MRGLIB(&LibName) MRGMBR(&MbrName)

Generating PDF Documents (Optional)
Barcode400 can generate your labels as PDF
documents. Your PDF documents can be archived
to your IFS, automatically emailed and printed.
1. Select Label Format

2. Set Properties for the PDF

PDF

e-mail
3. Generate the Format
to BC400PDFQ

Automatically:
EMAIL
PRINT
ARCHIVE TO THE IFS

PDF

Printers Supported
Barcode400 supports hundreds of
thermal transfer printers and HP
and compatible laser printers.
Printers can be connected in
myriad ways, from Ethernet to
Twinax. Our technical support
team will assist you to make sure
your printers are connected and
functioning properly with
Barcode400.

Here's a list of the major brands we support. The models change
rapidly, and we continuously update our drivers to support new
models. Please check our web site or call us for the latest
models.

ADVANCED

MICROPLEX

ARGOX

MONARCH

ATC

NOVEXX

AVERY-DENISON

PAXAR

CITIZEN

PRINTEK

DATAMAX-O'NEIL

PRINTRONIX

DATASOUTH

RJS

DECISION DATA

SATO

ELTRON / RJS

SHARP

FACIT

STANDARD REGISTER

FARGO

SUPERIOR MACHINE

GENICOM

TALLY

GODEX

TEC

HP

THARO

IBI

TSC

IBM

UNIMARK

INDUCOMP

WILLET

INTERMEC

ZEBRA

METO

Compliance Labeling
Compliance labels are specific label designs
required by particular industries (Automotive AIAG, Medical - HIBCC, Retail – UCC/EAN) ,
companies, or both. If you are working with a
business partner and that business partner
requires you to design a label a specific way, that’s
a compliance label. Your company must design a
label format to look exactly like that required by
your customer or business partner. Failure to meet
these requirements might result in charges or even
lost business!

Let us know
what labels
you need.
We will send
the label
templates to
you ASAP!

We maintain a library of pre-designed label formats
required for over 500 companies, and, as part of
the TL Ashford maintenance family, we provide
these formats to you at no charge. If you need a
specific design, and we happen not to have it, we’ll
design it for you. This saves you time (and
MONEY!), and ensures that you meet the required
specifications. We literally take the work out of
compliance labeling for you!

RFID (Optional)
Radio Frequency Identification consists of
having an RFID chip embedded within your
label stock.
The chip is encoded with information based on
EPC/RFID requirements, or maybe data dictated
by your specific application. The process of
encoding this chip involves converting your data to
binary, piecing it back together into hex, then
encoding it onto the chip. YES, it’s complicated.

Barcode400 makes RFID simple. Provide the data
from your IBM i file or program. We’ll take care of
the rest. One of our most common tech support
calls on RFID is convincing our customers that
Barcoded400 makes encoding RFID chips this
simple. Using the Barcode400 RFID option, It is!
Embedded RFID Chip

Beneﬁts of being on the i
Barcode400 is the best of both worlds! Graphical
PC front end design, coupled with the Power and
Security of the IBM i. When you design a label
format, that format is saved within the
Barcode400 software on the IBM i. Why is this so
Powerful?
 Your labels use the same data used by your
applications – data from your IBM i files and
programs!
 As soon as labels are designed, they are
available to everyone with an IBM i
Connection.
 With centrally located labels, there is no need
to maintain the same label format on multiple
pc’s.
 Your labeling system is secure.
 Your labeling system is backed up as a normal
part of your IBM i backup procedure.
 The Reliability, Security and Integrity of the
IBM i platform.

Tech Support
We take supporting our customers, and soon-to-be customers, very seriously. While most
technical support these days consists of googling for answers, we still welcome, heck, we
ENCOURAGE, our customers to call us. We’re a friendly bunch with a lot of experience. Our
technical support team has over 100 years of combined experience supporting TL Ashford
products, and we’re eager to assist you.

We’ve been recognized in magazines for our outstanding support,
and our goal never changes:

100% Customer Satisfaction

Our team has acquired extensive knowledge about all
facets of bar coding. Here’s what we’ll help you with:
All facets of label design
Conﬁguring printers
Conﬁguring output queues on the IBM i
Images and Overlays for use on your labels
Integrating Barcode400 into your existing applications
Meeting compliance speciﬁcations
Providing you with pre-deﬁned compliance labels
Education and Training – including our On-Line Video Library

FAQ
Do I have to be a programmer to use Barcode400?
No. Anyone can design and print labels with Barcode400. Users with a basic knowledge of CL,
RPG, COBOL or Java can integrate barcode400 into existing applications.
Can more than one person use the software at any given time?
Yes. Several users can use the software at the same time. For example, someone can be designing
a label while someone else is printing labels. You can even design and/or print labels at remote
sites.
Do I have to have a designated terminal for label design?
No. you can design and print labels from any terminal or pc connected to your midrange system.
What kind of guarantee do I get with Barcode400?
TL Ashford offers a 30-day, fully-functional trial of our product which includes complete access to
our technical support staff and resources.
Does Barcode400 support two-dimensional bar codes?
Yes. Barcode400 supports 2-D bar codes (PDF, Maxicode, Datamatrix, QR Code) that are in
wide use today.
Do I need a pc to design labels?
Not necessarily. Barcode400 offers both a graphical user interface for the pc and a traditional 5250
(Green Screen) designer.
Do I have to download data to my pc before printing labels?
No. Barcode400 utilizes data directly from the IBM i.
When I use the graphical designer, do I have to back up the formats on the pc?
No. Formats are stored on the IBM i, and can be accessed by anyone on the IBM i with the proper
security clearance.
Can I call Barcode400 from within my existing RPG, COBOL, CL or Java programs?
Yes. External program calls can be made to the barcode labeling system. Barcode400 also has an
integration assistant to help generate source code for your applications.
Do I have to create new files for retrieving information to print on my labels?
No. Barcode400 can use existing data files on the IBM i.
Are my data base files updated?
No. Barcode400 does not alter or update data base files.
Is Barcode400 pricing user based?
No. The price is based on the number of printers per CPU. It is not tiered by the number of users,
and the graphical label designer has no limit to the number of users.
Is technical support available?
Absolutely. We take great pride in providing exceptional support to our customers, and have been
recognized throughout the industry in providing outstanding service. Three months of technical
support is included with your purchase.
Are software updates and enhancements provided?
As part of our low-cost Software Maintenance Program, we provide access to updates for no
additional charge.

